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PCKeeper™ is a powerful, award-winning PC maintenance utility that saves you hours of your time
and eliminates problems. Keep your PC healthy and free of crashes, viruses, and theft. PCKeeper is

designed to remove hard to locate junk files and files that cause system errors. Backup your PC,
even before an accidental crash. PCKeeper backups your essential files and creates a complete

system image that can be quickly imported onto another computer. Protect your PC’s health with on-
board virus protection and a simple-to-use personal firewall. PCKeeper automatically shields your PC
from viruses and Internet threats. Create a secure, 1-click password manager. PCKeeper allows you
to easily create and manage password-protected files, giving you complete control over your data
and helping to protect your privacy. Intelligent alert system. Get information about system events
with a single click and alert PCKeeper when they happen. Shred sensitive documents, videos and

computer files. PCKeeper shreds your sensitive files and emails them to you. Email them to yourself
if you want to keep a copy. Easy export. Save your favorite settings, files and programs. Export them

in an instant with the right click menu. Single-click to fix your PC. PCKeeper fixes common PC
problems and recovers some lost files with a single click. Simplified, easy-to-use, easy-to-learn

interface. PCKeeper doesn’t have the bloated window interface of most antivirus utilities. It runs
quietly in the background and makes only minimal system changes. PCKeeper is a powerful, award-

winning PC maintenance utility that saves you hours of your time and eliminates problems. Keep
your PC healthy and free of crashes, viruses, and theft. PCKeeper is designed to remove hard to

locate junk files and files that cause system errors. Backup your PC, even before an accidental crash.
PCKeeper backups your essential files and creates a complete system image that can be quickly
imported onto another computer. Protect your PC’s health with on-board virus protection and a

simple-to-use personal firewall. PCKeeper automatically shields your PC from viruses and Internet
threats. Create a secure, 1-click password manager. PCKeeper allows you to easily create and

manage password-protected files, giving you complete control over your data and helping to protect
your privacy. Intelligent alert
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Welcome to PCKeeper Cracked 2022 Latest Version.net The need for PC maintenance becomes more
relevant as the time goes by. More often than not, you can find problems on your PC which can
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cause your system to crash or prevent it from running smoothly. These happen in different situations
and it is good to know how to handle them when the problem occurs. PCKeeper.net can help you

achieve this. PCKeeper is designed specifically to offer a full range of possibilities when it comes to
PC maintenance and security. It displays a more than comprehensive interface which makes its use
fairly intuitive. All its functions are neatly organized in a side panel from where you can easily and

quickly access them. PCKeeper enables you to scan your computer in order to detect possible errors,
junk files and security issues. Depending on the size of your hard drive and system structure, a scan

can take a couple of minutes but it’s worth it. The report you get after the scan offers you details
regarding the discovered issues so you know what the problem is before you click the fix button. As
far as security goes, PCKeeper offers standard antivirus protection as well as other helpful features.
One that is important to mention is ‘Anti-Theft’. In case your laptop gets stolen, you can activate this
service using an online account and when the computer logs on, the application generates a report
on its exact location, emails it to you and even takes a snapshot of its user at that time if the PC has
a webcam. With PCKeeper, you also get to hide important data on your computer, use the shredder
permanently remove files from it, or recover documents you accidentally deleted. In case you want
to want to perform a computer maintenance run, PCKeeper provides the adequate tools for that as

well. You get to scan your computer drives and detect unnecessary files, locate a certain folder,
search for duplicates and remove them, as well as uninstall applications. Moreover, you get to

manage the items that are shown in the Windows context menu for various cases and even choose
which applications the operating system loads at startup. In closing, PCKeeper provides you with a

very well equipped computer maintenance and security solution which can certainly help you
improve the health of your computer and the safety of your data. * This is an ad The need for PC

maintenance becomes more relevant as the time goes by. More often than not, you can find
problems on your PC b7e8fdf5c8
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PCKeeper is a bundle of tools designed to offer you a complete package when it comes to fixing
system errors, optimizing performance and keeping your PC safe. It displays a more than
comprehensive interface which makes its use fairly intuitive. All its functions are neatly organized in
a side panel from where you can easily and quickly access them. PCKeeper enables you to scan your
computer in order to detect possible errors, junk files and security issues. Depending on the size of
your hard drive and system structure, a scan can take a couple of minutes but it’s worth it. The
report you get after the scan offers you details regarding the discovered issues so you know what
the problem is before you click the fix button. As far as security goes, PCKeeper offers standard
antivirus protection as well as other helpful features. One that is important to mention is ‘Anti-Theft’.
In case your laptop gets stolen, you can activate this service using an online account and when the
computer logs on, the application generates a report on its exact location, emails it to you and even
takes a snapshot of its user at that time if the PC has a webcam. With PCKeeper, you also get to hide
important data on your computer, use the shredder permanently remove files from it, or recover
documents you accidentally deleted. In case you want to want to perform a computer maintenance
run, PCKeeper provides the adequate tools for that as well. You get to scan your computer drives
and detect unnecessary files, locate a certain folder, search for duplicates and remove them, as well
as uninstall applications. Moreover, you get to manage the items that are shown in the Windows
context menu for various cases and even choose which applications the operating system loads at
startup. In closing, PCKeeper provides you with a very well equipped computer maintenance and
security solution which can certainly help you improve the health of your computer and the safety of
your data. What's New in PCKeeper 1.1.3.1.0 update * New: Locate and launch applications with
ease. * New: Edit the registry on a system without admin rights. * New: Run various Windows
services as administrator. * New: Use PCKeeper without leaving the current application. What's New
in PCKeeper 1.1.3.0.0 update * New: Scan, repair and remove security threats. * New: Add-in for
Microsoft Office. * New: Clean

What's New In?

Keep your data safe and your computer clean and fast! PCKeeper is an easy-to-use, wizard-based
application that can be used to clean your drive, scan it, fix problems, optimize performance, adjust
memory and more! Super Easy-to-use : Simply run the scan, click on the buttons and the PCKeeper
will do the work for you! It is just this simple! Extremely Fast : Scan and fix problems in about a
minute! Perfect: PCKeeper performs a full clean when you run a scan. However, you can also just run
the "Clean" button to perform only a "Quick Clean". The only thing you lose is some settings. Speed
& Memory: The program is fast and doesn't slow down your computer. It takes only a few seconds to
complete the process. Advanced Scan: The scan is not limited to your computer drive only - you can
also scan removable devices such as DVD drives, CD/DVD writers, flash drives and more. Scans
Everything: The PCKeeper can scan and fix a wide variety of problems. From underlaying OS,
Memory, Registry, Files, Folders, Application and all the way to system optimization. It even comes
with free removal of useless Windows components! Shredding: PCKeeper will help you permanently
delete files you no longer need. Shredding is the perfect way to clean up your system! Uninstall:
PCKeeper supports both Advanced Uninstaller Pro and Cleaner Pro. The program will remove and
uninstall items you want from your computer. We’re a team of volunteers and starting a brand new
scheme in our community. Your site provided us with useful information to work on. You’ve done an
impressive job and our entire community will be grateful to you. Hey there! I know this is kinda off
topic but I was wondering if you knew where I could find a captcha plugin for my comment form? I'm
using the same blog platform as yours and I'm having difficulty finding one? Thanks a lot! Thanks for
every other informative blog. Where else may I am getting that type of information written in such a
perfect approach? I have a project that I am just now working on, and I have been at the look out for
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such information. I simply could not leave your web site prior to suggesting that I really loved the
standard information an individual provide in your visitors? Is gonna be back incessantly to check out
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System Requirements For PCKeeper:

* Windows: XP/Vista/7/8/10 * Mac OS X: 10.10 or later * Linux: Ubuntu 12.04 or later * Android: 4.3 or
later * iOS: iOS9 or later * BlackBerry 10: 10.3 or later * WebOS: 3.0 or later * Kindle Fire: 8.9 or later
* Smart TV: 4.0 or later * Xbox 360: 360 Edition: 4
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